Praying into new revelations by Special Counsel John Durham
about the plot to take down President Donald Trump.
Pray into the newly released filing by Special Counsel John Durham in the criminal case U.S. v.
Michael Sussman. "Factual Background" provides insight into the surprising revelations the
Durham investigation exposed. Pray through these findings with prayer points highlighted below.
Why are some calling this newly-revealed information "bigger than Watergate"? Read and pray
through this guide to find out. We are seeing both answered prayers and the need to intercede that
this information will be widely known, and for justice to be served. As Amos 5:15 says, may there be
"justice at the gates."

Pray that all the lies
would be uncovered
and brought to
justice. (Dan 2:22)

Answered prayer!
PROOF of who was
behind the false
Russia collusion
narrative. (Prv 21:15)
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Ask for justice for
everyone involved
in this scheme.
(Num 32:23)

Pray for full exposure
of the misuse of
power. (Lk 16:10)

Answered prayer!
PROOF of fake
Russia narrative.
(Jer 33:3)
Pray for justice
in the crime of
infiltrating
White House
servers.
(2 Pt 2:19)

Thank God
for this
PROOF that
Pres. Trump
was targeted.
(Ex 20:16)
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Pray for people
in power to be
surrounded by
ethical
advisors and
assistants.
(Gal 1:10)

Answered
prayer! No
evidence Pres.
Trump colluded
with Russia.
(Ps 91:8)

Ask God to expose
any evil and
wicked acts
affecting the U.S.
(Job 12:22)

Pray for proper
conviction of
perjury.
(Dan 2:22)
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As we pray for the ongoing Durham investigation, the search for truth, and the push for justice, let us pray
about what we are also seeing--or not seeing--in our nation with these revelations by Special Counsel, U.S.
Attorney John Durham.
Pray that the case and the truth of the investigation's findings would be in plain view of the public
through news reports and social media. Let it not be buried and hidden, furthering the deception about
this issue that has been and is currently going on.
Thank God for U.S. Attorney John Durham and his team who have brought these revelations to light.
Pray for Durham, his family, and staff. Pray for supernatural protection and boldness as they find
themselves at the center of revealing damaging information about powerful people, including Hillary
Clinton and her campaign.
Pray for DC District Court Judge Christopher Cooper who is presiding over this case. Judge Cooper’s
wife Amy Jeffress, was a former top aide to Obama Administration Attorney General Eric Holder and she
represented FBI lawyer Lisa Page in a civil case. (Is 10:1) Pray that he would understand God’s ways and
would issue just and fair decrees.
Pray for boldness for media personnel to report the truth of the findings and to stay on top of the story
as it progresses. This is news of a huge magnitude and comparable to the Watergate wire-tapping.
Pray not only for truth to continue to be fully revealed, but pray for justice to come to the gates, as the
Bible says in Amos 5:15.
Pray that the spirit of deception and the spirit of Leviathan would be cut off at the knees and crushed.
Pray for confusion in the camp of those who seek to continue to perpetuate cover-up and spin of the
deeds unveiled in the Durham investigation. Pray that the people who are setting traps would fall into
them and not others. (Ps 7:15)
Pray that all who have colluded to wiretap, surveil, deceive, and manipulate would confess and expose
details of all the wrongdoing and everyone involved. Pray that everything (every evil intent and action)
would be exposed to light and become visible (Eph 5:13).
Pray for protection for all those people and platforms who share this information. Pray against plans of
the enemy for cancellation and censorship.
Pray through the scripture, Hate evil, and love good, and establish justice in the gate...(Amos 5:15) May
justice be at the gate and fulfilled!

CLICK HERE to watch the Pray With America's Leaders program on this issue.

